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The USDA recently expanded the Dairy Options Pilot Program
(DOPP) in South Dakota.  DOPP subsidizes the purchase 
price of put options in an effort to encourage dairy producers
to manage their downside price risk.  Many South Dakota 
producers have already chosen to manage their price risk by
entering into cash forward contracts with processors.  This
strategy eliminates downside risk, but it also limits returns
should prices move higher.  It may be possible, however, for
producers with forward contracts to benefit from DOPP and
higher prices under the right circumstances.  
When producers are in the cash market, a put option is a
way to protect against downside price risk while still allowing
them to benefit from higher prices.  A purchased put option
gives its owner the right, but not the obligation, to sell futures
at the option’s strike price.  This feature means that the further
the futures price moves below the strike price, the greater
the value of the put option, which is usually sold by a hedging
producer in this situation.  These gains offset lower returns
in the cash market resulting in a floor price for the milk.  
Put options become worthless as the futures price moves above
the option’s strike price.  For hedging producers this is good
thing, as they are still in the cash market and will benefit from
a higher cash price.  By subsidizing put options, DOPP makes
establishing floor prices for milk inexpensive, thus helping
producers manage their downside price risk.
DOPP, at first glance, is less useful when producers have
already managed risk using cash forward contracts.  Without
downside price risk, a producer could still purchase a subsidized
put option.  The option would still increase in value if milk
futures moved lower.  In essence, it would allow those producers
to take a low-cost speculative position.  However, the real
concern of producers with cash forward contracts is the fear
of prices moving higher.  If production costs increase and cash
prices for milk rise as other producers cut back production,
then producers with contracted production also face higher
costs but receive their fixed contracted price.
The conventional way for a producer with a cash forward
contract to manage against higher prices is to purchase call
options, which increase in value if the futures market moves
higher.  DOPP does not cover call options, which may limit the
appeal of DOPP to producers with forward contracts.  Regardless,
those producers can buy call options without DOPP. 
Producers with cash forward contracts can combine a put
option, purchased under DOPP, with a futures position to
replicate a call option.  With DOPP, producers may obtain the
same level of protection for a lower price or better protection
for the same price compared to buying a standard call option.
To show when this may occur, a procedure of comparing
portfolios is implemented following Hull.1
1
1Hull, J.  Options, Futures, and Other Derivatives.  Upper Saddle River,
NJ: Prentice Hall, 2000.
2
Combining a Forward Contract 
and a Call Option
Consider a producer with a cash forward contract that pays
$13.00/cwt. for milk deliverable in December.  On July 18, 2001,
the December milk futures settled at $12.75.  If the producer
thought that milk prices could go higher before December, he
could have purchased a call option with a strike price of
$12.75 for $1.02.  A call option has a positive value when the
futures price at expiration is above the strike price and is
worthless otherwise.  Combining a forward contract and a call
option would give the producer a portfolio with a value that
equals the sum of the separate values from the contract and the
option.  The payoff from holding this portfolio depends on the
eventual futures price in December, while its cost equals
$1.02, the cost of the call option.2
The returns from this portfolio depend on the final futures
price in December (Table 1).  As the futures price moves higher,
the call increases in value.  In all cases, however, the cost of
the call option reduces the returns.  The scenario with the
highest final price is when the futures price rises to $14.75.  In
both other cases, however, the final price received is lower
than the forward contract price.  The difference is the cost of
the call option.  You can also see that the final price is the
maximum of $11.98 and the futures price minus $0.77.
Table 1. Price with a cash forward contract and a call
option
Combining a Forward Contract, a Futures
Position, and a Put Option
A producer with a cash forward contract can obtain upside
price protection, similar to buying a call option, through a
combination of a futures position and a put option.  Buying a
put option combined with buying a futures contract creates a
synthetic call option.  A word of caution: DOPP targets the
beginning risk manager, and the strategy posed here is more
advanced, because it involves using a futures contract.
Producers and their lenders should thoroughly understand how
futures work, because margin money will be required.  This
strategy only makes sense if the producer has a cash forward
contract.
Consider again, a cash forward contract that pays $13.00/cwt.
for milk deliverable in December.  On July 18, 2001, the
producer could have bought December futures for the settlement
price of $12.75 and a put option with a strike price of $12.75
that settled at $1.02.  A futures position will gain or lose value
depending on whether the futures price increases or decreases.
A put option is worthless when the futures price at expiration
is above its strike price, but it is worth the difference between
its strike price and the futures price otherwise.  The value from
holding a portfolio that consists of these components depends
on the eventual futures price at expiration, while its cost is
$1.02, the cost of the put option (plus any additional transaction
costs associated with the futures position).3
The returns from this portfolio are similar to the earlier returns
(Table 2).  Again, the final price depends on the futures price
realized in December.  The highest payoff is associated with
the highest futures price, but the returns are generated by the
futures position.  In the case where the futures end at $10.75,
the futures position has a loss, but it is offset by a gain in the
put option’s value.  The final price is the same as above
because the strike prices for both options and the initial futures
price were equal.  Had these been different, the final price
would also be different, but the general pattern across scenarios
would be similar.
Table 2. Price with a cash forward contract, a futures
position, and a put option
Futures Price
 $14.75   
$13.00
+ $2.00
- $1.02
$13.98
 $12.75   
$13.00
+ $0
- $1.02
$11.98
 $10.75   
$13.00
+ $0
- $1.02
$11.98
Forward Contract Price
+ Final Call Option Value
- Initial Call Option Cost
= Final Price
Futures Price
 $14.75   
$13.00
+ $2.00
+ $0
- $1.02
$13.98
 $12.75   
$13.00
+ $0
+ $0
- $1.02
$11.98
 $10.75   
$13.00
- $2.00
+ $2.00
- $1.02
$11.98
Forward Contract Price
+/- Future Returns
+ Final Put Option Value
- Initial Put Option Cost
= Final Price
2The payoff from a cash forward contract is its price at delivery time,
FCT.  A call option with price C has a positive payoff when the futures
price at expiration, FT, is above the strike price, X, and has a zero pay-
off otherwise or max {FT – X, 0}.  A portfolio that combines a forward
contract and a call option has a value at expiration equal to the sum
of the separate values: max {FCT + FT – X – C, FCT – C}.
3The cash forward contract has a payoff of FCT.  A futures position
has a payoff at expiration of FT – F0, where F0 is the price paid for the
futures contract.  A put option, with price P, has a zero payoff when
the futures price at expiration is above the strike price and a positive
payoff otherwise or max {0, X – FT}.  A portfolio combining these tools
has a value at expiration of max {FCT + FT – F0 – P, FCT + X – F0 – P}.
The portfolio’s value matches that from the call option portfolio when
the strike prices for both options are equal and X = F0.
Strategy with DOPP Subsidy
DOPP only covers out-of-the-money put options.  This means
eligible put options have strike prices below the current futures
price.  On July 28, 2001, the December futures contract had
other options trading on it.  A call option with a strike price
of $13.00 settled at $0.91.  A put option with a different strike
price of $12.50 settled at $0.90.  Using a cash forward contract
price of $13.00, the final prices from the different strategies
can again be compared.
The final price for the portfolio with the out-of-the-money
call option changes, in part, because the cost of the option is
lower (Table 3).  The call option has a lower final value when
the futures price is $14.75, because the strike price is higher
at $13.00.
Table 3. Price with a cash forward contract and an
out-of-the-money call option
The final price for a portfolio that includes a synthetic call
created with DOPP follows a similar pattern (Table 4).  The
different strike price changes the final value of the put option.
The big difference, however, is the cost of the strategy.  When
the put option is purchased using DOPP, the cost is only $0.18,
or 20 percent of the total put premium (plus the futures contract
transactions cost).  The returns before the cost of the different
options are not the same from the two portfolios, because the
strike prices are different in this case.
DOPP provides enough of a subsidy that the synthetic call
option portfolio always has a higher final price than the standard
call option portfolio.  This relationship does not always have to
hold, but it is likely to when milk price volatility, and thus
options prices, are relatively high.
Table 4. Price with a cash forward contract, a futures
position, and a put option with DOPP
Summary
Put options are a sound tool for producers in the cash market
who want to guard against lower prices while remaining in the
market should prices move higher.  For producers with cash
forward contracts, buying call options provides similar benefits.
By creating synthetic call options, producers with cash forward
contracts can benefit from the DOPP subsidy.  The drawback
is the need to take a futures position, which could be alleviated
if future DOPP-style programs cover call options.
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Futures Price
 $14.75   
$13.00
+ $1.75
- $0.90
$13.85
 $12.75   
$13.00
+ $0
- $0.90
$12.10
 $10.75   
$13.00
+ $0
- $0.90
$12.10
Forward Contract Price
+ Final Call Option Value
- Initial Call Option Cost
= Final Price
Futures Price
 $14.75   
$13.00
+ $2.00
+ $0
- $0.18
$14.82
 $12.75   
$13.00
+ $0
+ $0
- $0.18
$12.82
 $10.75   
$13.00
- $2.00
+ $1.75
- $0.18
$12.57
Forward Contract Price
+/- Future Returns
+ Final Put Option Value
- DOPP Put Option Cost
= Final Price
